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This project can be define as a system, which attempts to communicate 
with the outside, and inside flow of information stored and provide the functi n. 
common for all applications. This information system allows u er to perform 
their intended task such a information searching, nding email r me sage and 
on the other hand, lets the authorized adrnini trator t update the data tored. The 
rationale behind this devel pment i to eliminate all the difficultie faced when 
trying to search through the convcnti nal channel, i.e. flippin 1 thr u ih paper 
document or f le . 
/\ combiuation f waterfall m dcl and pr t typin m del appr ch wa 
selected for the development pr ces because u supp ru ~ r the rapid applic ti n 
development and reduces the risks. Software en iincerinu prin iplc ba d 11 tJn, 
methodology were applied through ut the development ph h in ludo 
system analysis, system design, system implcmentati n, y tem t 'till • and 
evaluation phases. 
The mam development tools f r thi pr e t 1 • isunl ( 
pre grnnm1i11t• Inn 1uage and th ba k nd data n u - • 1 · 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
Phone directory information systems that contain information such as a 
person address, telephone number and etc have been bi lit up. Traditionally, phone 
directories, just like the "Phone Book Guide" by Telekom, Malaysia, which is 
printed product, are operated manually to find information. WitJ1 the exi tence of 
computer system it could curb this problem. Examples for the phone direct ry 
systems are small phone directory information ystcm f r per nal u c, ph nc 
directory information . ystcm for companic: that . tore. inf rrnation on business, 
for faculty, which t res student ' information and etc. Apart r m that, th r arc 
online ph ne direct ry information y. terns that st res inf rmation all o er the 
country or even worldwide. 
Such phone directory information system arc said can replace printed 
telephone directory books that take a quantity o tunes to do searching if rt 
involving a long list. 
Phone directories information system, which would b • d ev ·I p ed 1. f r 
company use. It enables the users to do searching m r cfficicn • wuh th· h ·11 f 
c inputer technologies. 









Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
Phone directory information systems that contain information such as a 
person address, telephone number and etc have been built up. Traditionally, phone 
directories, just like the "Phone Book Guide" by Telekom, Malaysia, which is 
printed product, are operated manually to find information. With the existence of 
computer system it could curb this problem. Examples for the phone direct ry 
systems are small phone directory information ystem for per onal u e, ph no 
directory information sy tern for companies that tore inf rmation on businc · , 
for faculty, which tores student ' information and etc. Apart from that, there arc 
onliue phone directory information system that store inf rmati n all er the 
country r even worldwide. 
Such phone directory info: mat ion systems arc , aid can replace printed 
telephone directory books that take a quantity o times t d searching if 11 
involving a long list. 
Phone directories information system, \ hich ould b dev 










Chapter I introduction 
manipulation such as data adding, data deleting and data updating. Besides, the 
system also provides the information sorting function and the e-mail and mes age 
facilities. 
[n the process of searching, system provides several optional carch keys. 
A common interface will be designed that make the u er t feel u r friendly 
when using this system. So, the first ta k is to build and refine an interface that 
will not only increase the usability of the sy tern and iimplify the steps that users 
have to '0 thr u zh but also enhance the interface a well as pr idc sufficient 
inf rrnati n t u er . 
Besides, feature like J lelp will al o provided in ord r to guid user 111 
usin , this system when they Iace any problem .. Al instructions on ho' d a 
search will be riven. 
1.2 Objectives 
The overall objective of this proj ct i t ml an 11t1 I 111 ·rH a ph n 









Chapter 1 Introduction 
The objectives of the project include: 
• To offer a comprehensive and computerized phone directory 
information system in order to increase efficiency in information 
searching and retrieving. 
• To take away manual works and will enable u ers to retrieve 
information via a click of a button. 
• The information stored in a computerized y tcm will be more 
manageable and reachable. 
l.3 S .ope 
This system is desi zned for cornpanie: ' use to store their empl c and 
customers records. 
The phone directory information system ill m lud th 
features: 
1. Develop a database system t tore and rganiz ' · II r · · rds 
pertaining to the s stem. 
ii. 0111 \I. 1!'1 with vuhd U'\.'111\IHC' ml l·lSS\\ 










Chapter J Introduction 
m. Besides, for security purpose, only valid users will be able to 
access to the system. 
1.4 Target Users 
There are two categories of users that have authority lo acce · the system. 
They are administrator and the end u er. 
E11d tu tr 
Those only have the authority to acccs certain module and they arc n 
allowed to d< any updating of data that stored in databa c. 
A d111i11isfrlltOr 
Responsible on the database records maint n nee uch as adding, editing 
and deleting. Their roles include giving u ers an auth nt accc ·, n 1ht and 









Chapter I Introduction 
1.5 Proposed Project Schedule 
Chart 1 is the proposal schedule whereby a literature review wa 
conducted, a user requirement study was carried out and an initial ystcrn design 
was proposed. The project started on 15 June 2001. With emester 1 coming to an 
end, chart I depicts the details. 
Start End 
Jun '01 Jul '01 Aua ·01 Sep '01 
Ta.<;k 1121314 1121314 1121314 1121314 
Utorotur r vlow 2516/0I ~ 
uso: roqulr m nl 217101 
~ludy 
~nit/al yst m tMIOI 
'rlo ton 
Ptoj ct p1opo ul 1116/0 I "' .. , 
docum nt lfon 
hart I Gantt chartfor the project schedule 
Gantt chart 2 shows the proposed schedule for the project from N embe t 
February. The comprehensive development will start on early of em er _o 
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Task Start End 
Nov '01 Dec '01 I Jan ·01 IFeb '01 
1121314 1121 3 I 41 11 21 3] 4 11 21 3 
Comprehensive 
design and 03111101 
development 
Implementation 20/12101 - Testing 08/01101 
User training 19/01101 - Project 04111/01 
documentation 
Chart 2 Can It -hartfor the propos id project sch tdule 
1.6 E p ect d Outcom • 
The following will be expected from the project by the end the 
schedule: 
1. System developed will fulfil user requirements. 
11. System can function we11 on different earch kc 1 opu n . ~ r 
example, if user using option code instead of name t d ear lun ' 



















Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Literature review is a research study about the knowledge and information 
needed to develop a project. Research is a systematic and goal-oriented 
investigation of facts that seeks to establish a relationship between two or more 
phenomenon. This is because most of the conclusions are based on systematic and 
goal-oriented research. The material obtained can be in the f rm f j umal , 
conference papers, proceeding, ympo ium technical report or article available 
from I nternct. 
Research and analysi have t be done before the dcvelopm nt ph c f 
the proposed sys: m can be iuitiatcd. Back rround invc. tigati n on c i ting 
available system i: crucial at project plannin ' and detcrrninin • c pl! of the 
system. xtcnsivc research is conducted in several area. that in ludc; the 
available programming technologies, programming language and databases. h 
main objective is to acquire the essential knowledge in gi ·ng the com; t 









Chapter 2 literature Review 
2.2 Research and Finding Methods 
An understanding of finding techniques or methods is essential to project 
success. 
Finding techniques: 
} Visiting to company (Review of the current situation) 
} Reading and summarizing written material 
} Information via Internet 
).- Interview 
r bsorvation 
).- Brainstormin ' 
2.3 Background Survey 
lt has always been a wise way to create a good solution b I kin 1 al 
existing one. Survey has been done based on information 
or ranizauon that l have visited and through foreign ' e 









Chapter 2 literature Review 
2.3.1 University of Oregon Phone Directory 
URL http: //duckweb. uoregon. edu/telecomldirectory.lttml 
This web site is created for University of Oregon. It has a simple and u er- 
friendly interface. It enables search for staff, tudent and department information. 
Strength of the system: 
>-- Provide help and example on how to do a search. 
).- ood de ·i , 1 of user interface. 
).- Allow "middle initial" search option to narrow the search. f r taff and 
student search) 
;;.. There is not too much information placed in a single page, sh rt d wnl ad 
time is required. 
).- Uniform security and intc 1rity contr ls. 
>-- Allow updating or changing of information by authorized user nl . 
).- A fast search result downloading despite the search result is Ion 1 Ii t. 
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Weakness of the system: 
~ Too few search options. Only by name (for staff and student) and by 
keyword (for department) 
~ The layout is too plain. 
2.3.2 Customer Directory, cntul Video entrc 
The system used in entul Video Centre is a purchased software soluti n. 
The system run on wind ws environment. This ystcm is f r intern I u c. The 
system used i categorized l several sections include cust mer. ccuon, th 
section that function like a phone directory information yst m fl at allow d 
search for informalion about a pru ticular customer. Figure 2. J show the main 






















Figure 2.1 Main Menu Ser 'en <if Th, S st 1111 










Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Strength of the system: 
)> Good design of graphical user interface (GUI). 
)> Allocated several search options, including by name and by ACNo. 
)> The layout is clean and simple. Easy to understand and u e. 
).> Allow authorized users to gain access to the system. 
~ Require addition user name and password authentication before a u er can 
make changes to the existing data. 
Staff verifying Screen Figure 2.3 
Figure above shows a staff-verifying screen. An user has t enter rd 
ain access into the system. There is a disadvantage of this in f' · 1 • 111 •, thut 
i. • lhc number of ·hnract rs required for t aff lei can l · a' small as u · l Iu · will 
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2.3.3 Student Directory & Teacher Directory, Sonata Music & Art dn. 
Bbd. 
The software used in the company also a purchased oftware solution. The 
system is designed for all the branches of Yamaha Music Sdn. Bhd .. The system 
runs on Windows environment and Microsoft Access 97 as its databa e 
management system. The system is not de igned for the purpose like what a 
phone directory information system do, but rather for store student information a 
well, includin l course attended by a . tudent. Althou ih it was not de i med f r 
that purpose, it allowed earch for particular inf nnati 11, ju t like what a ph nc 
directory information system do. Fi mrc 2.'1 sh ws a related tudcnt ma tcr record 
screen and Ii iurc 2.5 show tho teacher particulars screen. 
Strength of the system: 
).- Required information is displayed on screen or i. ju ta mou e click a'< a 
} Only authorized user can access the system. 
} Provides warning message for any abnormal action. 
).- Allows updating or modifying of data in the same m ule t a .hcr 
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Weakness of the system: 
~ No addition security control over the updating of the data. Once a user 
login to the system, the user has the right to modify the data. 
~ To add a new student record into the database, it needs to go to a separate 
sub-module in order to key in the information first. 
).- The data i11 the database are not sorted. More time and effort are required 
to get the desire result. 
2.3.4 alifornia tute Univer ity Phone Directory 
This web site is .reuted for 'alifo111ia State Univcr ity, an I3 rnardino 
and it i using a simple interface and ' od back rr und color. 
Strength of the system: 
~ Simple and easy to use. 
).- Provides message if there are no data matches the search. 
,. There is a drop down list contains all of th department nam ·. Tiu · mak s 
lh 
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);;>- Only can search with one criterion among the three criteria i.e. Last Name, 
Department and Extension. Also, multiple criteria are not supported. 
2.4 Client Server Computing 
A client can be defined as single-user work tation that pro· idc 
presentation services and the appropriate computing, connectivity, and 
database services and interfaces relevant to the busincs need. And a er er is 
a no or m re multi-user proccs r with shored memory pr vidinc 
computin , connectivity, and databa se services nd interface relevant t th 
business need. 
lient server computin 1 i8 an environment that atisfics the businc · 
need by appropriately allocating the application processing between th ch nt 
and the server processors. The client requests services from the crvcr th 
server processes the request and returns the result to the client. he 
communications mechanism ts a message passing inter-pr 
c mmunication (IP ) that enables distributed placement f the .hent an 
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U$er-~~ace •f 
,,.,,.. Data Aeq & Results 
' ' 
~LOgic Data fntegtlty Logic u 
AppflCafiQt1 L0gJe Phys~ Data Mgmt. 
·r· 
i'1 
•Yl•C/•,:.11 .,. ·'" ,,..,•!t• '> ,""t't~ll"JI·' ,,. . ., ,'' I i,» 
. , .. . ... r .~~.~ • 
Figure 2. 6 Client ~ erv tr Computing 
2.4.1 Two-ti r Archlt scture 
Refers to client server architectures in which the user interf ace runs on the 
client and the database is stored 011 the server. The actual application logic can nm 
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2.4.2 Three-tier Architecture 
A special type of client server architecture consisting of three well- 
defined and separate processes, each running on a different pl· tform: (l) The 
user interface; (2) The middle tier often called the application server which 
actually process data; (3) A database management system (DBMS) that stores the 
data required by the application server. This tier runs on a second server called 
database server. 
The three-tier design has many advantages two-tier r in rte-tier desi •n, 
due to the fact that the added modularity makes it ea ier to m dify r replace nc 
tier without affcctinn the other tiers. And separating the application functions 
from the database function make' it easier to implement load balancing. 
O'atab(l.W) 
'servet 
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2. 7 Database 
2. 7.1 What is database? 
A database is a shared collection of logically related data, designed to 
meet the information needs of multiple users in an organization. Database in most 
organizations has evolved over a period of time, often without a comprehcn ivc 
plan to guide their development. The ea e of use of c ntemp rary databa c 
software has encouraged end users to develop their own databa e applicati 11 '. 
According t avydov (1993), "the current tare r database applicati II I 
characterized by the fact that companies continue I deploy databa c t meet 
isolated application needs. The end result is more redundant, inc mpatiblc data." 
2. 7.2 The Eff cctivene s Objective of The Database 
).- ~nsuring that data can be shared among users for a variety o appli anons. 
).- Maintaining data that are both accurate and consistent. 
);.- Ensuring that all data required for current and future applicati n arc 
readily available. 
,,. Allowin , the database to evolve and the needs of th 
"" /\llowinf' the 11 ·rs I() xmstrucr th ir p rsc nal 'icw f th l~na wnhout 
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2.7.3 Microsoft Access 2000 
As for the relational database, Microsoft Access 2000 was tudied and 
below is the information about Access 2000 package. 
The concept behind a database is simple. A database is like a file cabinet. 
Just as a file cabinet stores information, so d e a database. A databa e is a ct of 
information related to pecific application. In the context of Access, a databa e 
can be viewed as a large repo itory in which table , report: , qucri s, and thcr 
objects are stored. 
The Micro 'oil Access packa re i · one of the best selling relational 
database packa 'es for Windows in the market. Microsoft had c nimate curr ntly 
l 0 million people usin this databa e packa re. Acee s pr vidcs tw di er nt 
modes. The first is an easy to use menu driven interface that lets y u 1 • u 
commands without an in depth understanding of Access. Pro ram mod let th 
user to store instructions in a Visual Basic program file and e: ecute all f th m 
with one command. 
Acccs« allow. rhc llHCJI' I indicate how tabl s houtd " ·lat d t ·a ·h 
01!1 ·r. A tnbl ·a11 Im 1 011 · lo 1n • 011 ··It mnu t m urv-t -m uiv n:hll n ·tu1 
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database table. User can add, delete and rearrange fields in the table structure. 
User can also control bow data wilJ be entered in a table using the Properties 
Sheet of a field. 
Benefits 
Feature such as the Help Wizard make it easy to find answer to question 
about using the Access 2000 and help users get the most their software 
tool . 
Standan! Features 
,. Database Wizard 
It uutonu ticully builds table , queries, forms and report a needed. 
Simple Query Wiztlfd 
This feature sorts through databa c information, including data r in 
multiple tables, then determines how to bring it all together to ansv er ur 
questions. 
ttyperlink Data Type 
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------------------------- - -- 
Image Control 
An image control provides a simple way to include graphical information 
on a form or report and improves the display performance rf the image. 
2. 7.4 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
SQL Server i Microsoft's leading Window databa e and data- 
warehousing package. It is a highly scalable and hi 1h-perf rmance rclati nal 
database man a zement ystern. 
SQL Server can manage a tar re amount of data in a multi-user distributed 
client-server environment. It offers a hi Ii degree of dat availabilit 
concurrency, and intc rity while delivering high performance. It 1. a air! 
traditional relational database management system. In thi model, a pr e 
user local PC communicates requests to, and receives re ponscs from, a pr cc s 
on the server. The server processes, then updates, the data files and take care of 
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Benefit of Standard Features 
• Self-management 
SQL Server 7 .0 can automatically configure its memory usage, grow and 
shrink disk space usage, and repair itself. You can let SQL erver control 
memory usage, locks, connections, open objects, and so forth, or configure 
them yourself. 
• Maintenance 
The S L Server 7.0 DB command is dramatically fast r, replace. the 
NEWALL option, and can actually repair data. ln additi n, L 
Server 7.0 incorporates a fas! [allure philot ophy, where it's c n idcrcd 
better to fail and repair as soon as an error occur • rather than leave 
corruption i11 the database. Accordin 1ly, S L Server can aut m tically 
detect and repair some errors that would have crashed Q . er er be re. 
• Security and Backup 
SQL Server 7.0 security is much more integrated with Window· NT 
Database roles replace groups, and fixed server r le can u d l 
delc zate system administrator tasks. SQ fl \\ us ' lh . 
ind11st1 ~. uuulnrd fi1z:.y I ocku] • trnt ~ 1 1, ' hi .h mnk 'S l ·kui s much 
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• The Storage Engine 
The larger page size of 8K seems to have had a ripple effect throughout 
SQL Server 7.0's storage structures. Extents are now 64K (eight page ), 
and a single row in a page can occupy 8,060 bytes, up from l ,962 bytes 
in prior releases. Character and binary columns can extend to 8,000 
bytes, up from 255. Row locking is default in L erver, and ' L 
Server will automatically escalate to page or table locking depending n 
its analysi or the query. 
• Stored Procedures 
ompilation or stored procedures in SQL Server 7.0 delays re lving th 
names of object in a stored procedure until runtime (called de/a ed name 
resolution), so you can compile stored procedures that refer nee object 
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2.8 Overview of DBMS 
A database system provides a way of gathering together s cific pieces or 
lists of information that are relevant to the user in their tasks or lives. A database 
system consists of two parts: 
1. Database Management ystem (DBM ) 
The program that organizes and maintains the Ii t [ infonnati n. 
11. Database Application 
A pro iram that allows user, lo enter, chan 1e, dclct and icncrate 
report bu icd 011 tho data in the databa c. 
It is common for both the DBM and the atabase Applicaii n to re. idc and 
execute on the same computer; 'in many cases the tow arc c mbincd in th am 
program. 
2.8. l Definition of DBMS 
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);> Data Definitien 
Provides a method of defining and storing a data population 
);> Data Maintenance 
Maintains the population using a record for each item in the population, 
with fields containing particular information that de cribe that item 
).. Data Display 
ptionally pr vides ome methods of di playin the data f r the user 
).. Data Integrity 
Provides 011c or morn methods of ensurin • that the data is accurate 
2.8.2 DBMS Models 
A database mode] describes the relationship between different item'. 'he 
databa c mana icmcut systems (DBMS) available t da can b 
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1. File Managemf~f Sy$t(!yt ((fMS) 
, I I 
Each field or q(:lta item ii; stored sequentially on disk in one master 
file. 
11. Hierarchical Databqsf ~Y~1~m (HDS) 
Data is organized in a tree structure that originates from a ro~t. 
Each class of data is located at different level along a particular 
branch that terns from the root. 
111. Network Database Sy tem (ND~} 
onccptually describes database rn which man -t -man 
relationships e isl. It relies on either straight line or cyclical 
pointers to map out the relation 'hips between the different data 
items. 
rv. Relationa! Database System (RDS) 
The data is organized in logical mathematical et in a tabular 
structure. Each data field becomes a column and ea h re rd 
I ticrnrchica! and Network models i it' , mp! .tc Ile I 1ht I Ill 
d • ·duinp I h • I dnl i HIHhip. l 'I\ l' n th • v u l lt'> ht I lhll' Ih . 
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v. Object-oriented Database System (OODS) 
The document is stored as a single object, instead of several tables and 
would have properties whose state would be maintained Often provided 
object-oriented concepts such as inheritance and encapsulation. 
2.9 Software Development Tool 
2.9.1 Microsoft Visual Ila ic 6.0 
Microsoft Visual Basic development sy tern is the one f the mo 't 
productive tools for creatin 1 fast business solutions for Windows and the web. 
A comprehensive, rapid applicati n development environment hcJp de cl pcrs 
quickly create and deploy client/server applications, plu ca ily pr gram f r the 
Internet using familiar Visual Basic programming tools and te hniquc . 
Visual Basic enables the developers to create high-performance 
applications that take advantage of an integrated nati e code c mpile It h Ip.' U1c 
developer' to perf rm the most common database acti itie ' ith ut ev 1 I arum • 
th Vi. ual Busic cl svolopmont environment. Visual ·upt rts th us· of 
)11 I y l, 11\J'll ll ' Furtheuu re, th\: 
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from within the Visual Basic development environment. Data-centric applications 
can be developed easily by creating reusable data access components. Moreover, 
Visual Basic supports the development of broad-reach web app'ications that will 
run in any browser or any platform. 
Visual Basic aJso helps in building applications and components quickly 
with more than 50 new and/or updated controls, or to create own custom 
components that can be shared by any VBA-enabled application . 
2.9.2 Micro oft Vi sual FoxPro 
Microsoft Visual Foxl'ro provides the tools you need lo create and rnana re 
high-performance 2-bit database applications and component . ft r bu t t L 
and data-centric object-oriented language make it ideal for building m dcrn 
scalable, multi-ties applications that integrate client/ crver computin and 
Internet. Visual FoxPro uses the Foundation Classes and Applications Wizard t 
build applications quickly by using libraries of pre-built, reu a I cla ·, t c· ·11 ' 
add data manipulation, navigation, querying, c nflict re luti 11. re rtm •. '" · 
·nablin{'. and more. With Microsof] Tran acti n en r SUI v \I 'till 
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Visual Fox.Pro also helps to be more productive with the Coverage Profiler 
that identifies which lines of code are being run and how long it takes each to 
execute. A strict data format helps prevent ambiguous dates and ensure that new 
and existing Visual FoxPro-based applications are year 2000 compliant. 
2.9.3 Visual C++ 
The Microsoft Vi ual t -f devel pment y stern i the dcv I pment t I 
used to build many f the most well kn wn desktop s ftwarc applicati ns in th 
world, including Microsoft Word and Micros ft Excel. Many applicat. ns 
continue to require the Ian 11mge flexibility of '-+ ~ and the performance tuning 
options of a sophisticated I 't I Ian iua re compiler, which make Yi. ual -t th 
ideal tool for the most demandin 1 perfo mance requirement. 
New features in Visual C++ include important compiler updates that 
reduce the size of an application by as much as ten percent . U ing nev Ian ua c 
syntax extensions, developers who use Visual C++ can use ell e cnpun 
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2.10 User Interface 
A user interface allows one or more individuals to have ac ess to and 
command the computer systems. The first user interfaces for mainframe and 
personal computer systems were command-based. A Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) is an interface that uses pictures or icons on the screen, and menus t send 
commands to the computer sy tern. Many people find that U I s are ea ier to 
learn and use, because complicated commands are not usually required. 
Advantages of using a J: 
)..- Performing tasks iu a UJ environment is intuitive. 
,. The applications arc consi tent, 
}.- The applications are flexible. 
1 supports multitasking. 
>- The applications can be easy to use. 
}.- GU[ allows a user to cancel or undo if mistakes arc occurred. 
>-- GUI often asks user to confirm important operations. 
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2.11 Data Access Model 
Getting data from a database is not a direct way and it requres the use of a 
data access interface. Choosing the suitable data access interface as it can result in 
better performance, easier of programming steps and also programming 
flexibility. 
2.11.1 Remote Data Ob,ject(RDO) 
Remote data object i actually a very thin wrapper ar und F3 . It wa 
built specifically with VB in 111i11d. Remote Data bjcct is easy t c m 
comparison to pro irammin 1 to the API directly. It is fast and very reli blc duet 
the focus of le 1acy code placed in this techn lo 'Y· 
RDO has evolved into ActiveX Data Objects, which is n v.,r t11 pro am 
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2.11.2 ActiveX Data Object(ADO) 
ActiveX data object is a set of objects that allow programmers to program 
their data access logic form languages like VB as well as scripting languages. 
ActiveX data object was first introduced as the data access interface in Microsoft 
Internet Information Server (IIS). ActiveX data object provides fast, easy and 
productive means for accessing all kind of data source . 
A is designed for cnterpri e-class dcpl ymcnt, Applications built with 
AD can use the transaction upp rt in II 4.0 to enable inter pcrability and 
ensure a high degree of scalabiLity and reliability. 
2.11.3 Open Databa e Connectivity (008 ') 
ODBC is a standard for accessing data. it was design d to allov th 
programmer to use a common set of routines to access the data st red in 
databases, regardless of the type of database in which the data wa ·t red 
( 1)13 ' provid • an industr standard , t f interfac 
with > •1 lift Irv • dut 1 ~ 101 -. . With 
t 11 1 t in • 1 . int I d t 1l> '~t· ' -u l 1. 
f nurmuu .at 111 t 
·an "tit · data asc 
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flexibility of creating powerful database applications and businesses the choice of 
database server. 
Beside that, ODBC provides high-performance database connectivity and 
is the native drive to several server databases. These include Microsoft SQL 
server, IBM and Informix databases. Whether ODBC is the native driver for a 
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3.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this analysis phase include: 
• To acquire knowledge on how does the proposed system works. 
• Research on how this proposed system can be developed using current or 
latest emerging technologies. 
• To identify the software and hardware requirements for develop the 
proposed system. 
3.2 System Methodology 
.2.1 Wnterfnll Model 
The stages are depicted ·1 cascadin f om one to another. ·1 rur . l 
shows the original model of the Waterfall Model. 
Requirement Analysis 
System & Program Design 
Coding 
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One development stage will be completed before going down to the next 
stage. Thus, when all the requirements are elicited from the customer, analyzed 
for completeness and consistency, and documented in a requirement document, 
then the development team can go on to system design activities. The Waterfall 
Model presents a very high level view of what is going on during development, 
and it suggests to developers the sequence of events they should expected to 
encounter. 
The Waterfall Model can be very useful in hclpin ' developer lay ut 
what they need to do. Its implicity make it ea y to explain to cust mer wh are 
not familiar with software development; it makes explicit which intermediate 
products are necc ssary in order to be nn the next sta re of development. (Pfleeger 
1998) 
Linear cycle phases or Waterfall Model cycles are ch sen to en urag 
top down problem solving. Designers must first define the problem to be sol cd 
and then use an ordered set of steps to reach a resolution. The linear c cle ive 
the project direction and provides guidance on what should be d ne the pr cct 
proceeds. It i into rratcd with the management proce thr u h re rt· n 
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A waterfall model approach has good visibility as each stage produces 
some deliverables that make it easier to keep track of the development process. 
By following the stages as stated, a systematic and clearly defined process can be 
produced. 
3.2.2 Prototyping Model 
Prototyping Model is ch en because there wa a high de rec f 
uncertainty in several areas in the sy tern requirement. The cmpha is i n trying 
out ideas mid providing assumption about the requirement , n t n sy tern 
completeness. 
So, prototype actually refer to a partially dcvcl ped . roduct that cna le: 
customers and developers to examine some aspects of propo cd ystcm and 
decided if it is suitable or appropriate to continue with the next stage. Jn th r 
words, prototyping means building a small version of a sy tern incomplete , 
usually with limited functionality that can be used to help the r th • 
cust mers to idcntif y the requirements key of a sy tem and dern n tra e fea ·1 1ht • 
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Since the prototyping model allows all or part of a system to be 
constructed quickly to understand or clarify issues, it has the same objective a an 
engineering prototype, where requirements or design reouire repeated 
investigation to ensure that the developer, user and the customer have a common 
understanding both of what is needed and what is proposed. One or more of the 
loops for prototyping requirements, design or the system may be eliminated, 
depending on the goals of the prototyping. However, the overall goal remains the 
same: reducing risk and uncertainty in development. (Pleeger, 1998) 
This design model is very user-centered and involves the u er a much a 
possible. It allow the system de i mcrs to gather feedback rcgardin ~ the y. tcm 
and to use it for further improvements. 
The reason for this approach is t re me the system with u. crs • input t 
produce a system and interface design that satisfie them, after which the y tern 
may be delivered. 
Prototyping is a very useful technique to incorporate into a de ign r c • · 
because it help both the users and the designers t d el ing a ' t m thnt 
111co1s precisely 11 ·er requirement . It in thodolo • anti i at s that us r~· t ·ml t 
·Ii 111f e th ·it mind duriru rh • ·m I sf ip-. ( f th' d ·v ·lup111 mt. I ·qui1 tu .nts rm 
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Below are the basic steps that will be used: 
i. User's requirements analysis 
The system developer works with the user to C"lpture the user's 
basic information needs and analysis is done. 
ii. Design a prototype 
The system developer creates a working prototype quickly. The 
prototype may only perform the most important function of the 
proposed system, or it may consist of the entire system with a 
re trictcd file. 
iii. Implement the prototyp ~ 
The user is encouraged to work with the y tern t d terrninc how 
well the prototype meets his or her needs and to make uggesti ns 
for improvin the prototype. 
iv. Revise and inhance the prototype 
The system builder notes alJ changes requested by the u er and 
refines the prototype accordingly. After the prototype ha been 
revised, the cycle returns lo step iii. Step iii and tep i are 
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3.3 Facts Finding Techniques 
There are a variety of techniques can be used to determine the 
requirements of the system. 
Following are some of the techniques that have been used to gather information: 
);:> Review of the current situation 
).- Interview 
>-- Information via Internet 
).- Brainstorming 
3.3.1 Revi w of The urrent Situation 
In order to get a full understanding of the current ituati n on how the 
system actually works, a review on current system and proce s of zatherin into 
regarding phone directory information system have been done. bis re iev help 
to build a more user friendly system that will enables it to be u ed b the u ser 
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3.3.2 Interview 
Several informal interviews and discussions with the people involved have 
been carried out. These people include the staffs working in that particular 
company and the owner of the company. By interviewing these people, 
information can be gathered on how actually the system in their company works 
and the purposes of developing such a system. 
3.3.3 Information via I ntcrnet 
Internet is used as 011e of the main resource. Through the Internet, orne 
ideas from the similar ystems have been collected anti the user interface de i rn 
of similar systems can be used as a ruidcline. 1 he f ntcrnct als pr vidc the 
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3.3.4 Brainstorming 
During the requirement gathering, meeting the supervisor often is crucial 
to discuss the needs of system. Brainstorming has generated some ideas on how to 
proceed to the next every time one stage is accomplished. 
3.4 Requirement pecification 
3.4. l oftware Requirements 
Selecting of nritable software lo develop the propo cd sy tern is important 
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Below are the analysis of some of the programming tools and its features. 
3.4.1.1 What ls Visual Basic and How Does It Work? 
Visual Basic is a simple, easy to learn language and programming 
environment, which can used to build real applications for Windows. It i widely 
used in industry for developing rapid prototypes of new applications. 
The features include: 
i. Event-driven programming 
An event is au action of some type. For example, moving the mouse, electing 
an item from a list, or clickiu ' a buttons arc events. As a newer prograrnmin > 
Ian uage, Visual Basic uses a different approach: o ~cct- ncnt d 
programming and event-driven programming. In event-driven pr grammin , 
programs do not follow a sequential logic like what traditional programmin 
do. In other words, programmers do not take control and determine the 
sequence of execution. Instead, the user can press an , ke s and he n 
various butt ns and boxes in a window. Each of the e a ti 11 w 111 
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ii: Visual Basic uses a graphical user interface 
Visual Basic is designed so that we can immediately see our creation. It uses 
two types of objects: 
1. Forms are windows we create and customize 
2. Controls are graphical objects appear on the forms, such as buttons, 
combo boxes, text boxes, etc. 
iii. End-to-end debugging 
ft includes the tandard dcbu ging features. 
iv. Database Wizards 
It provides several database wizards that reduces f irne for developing databa c 
connections for the client-server forms. 'J he wizards guide the u er thr ugh 
the pr cess f establish in, connectivity with the databa c. 
v. Files used by Visual Basic 
There are several types of files used by Visual Basic. hree mo t comm n 
used are: 
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One project can have a lot of modules, forms and cJasses. Different 
activities of the program can store in different modules. Classes contain of 
p edefine functions, it can be treated as an object. 
2. .frm Form File: contains a1t of the objects and codes associated with the 
particular form. rt aUows communication between the system and users by 
using the objects in the form. 
3. .exe Executable File: a project is compiled into .exe format before it can 
really applicable. In other words, it compiles the program into a readable 
machine language. 
3.4.1.2 Why Vi uni Ba ic uud not Of h •r Programming Language 
Visual Dasie is chosen as the main programming tool in this pr jcct 
because of the following reasons: 
1. Visual basic is one of the most popular programming language tools u cd in 
Windows environment due to its RAD (Rapid Application De elopmeut 
capability. 
2. Visual Basic embedded with search engine (JET engine 1. that · m · fr m 
tho family imilar to tho intcrunl en ine (.I ~T _,0) of th us· . I~'. 
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intermediate conversion such as Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is not 
required. 
3. Visual Basic using event-driven approach to program the system and not a 
procedural approach. An application developed using an event-driven model 
responds to event that occurs in computer environments. 
4. Features of Visual Basic include mu1tiple-docw11ent interface (MDI), object 
linking and embedding (OL ) and dynamic data exchange (DD ). 
3.4.J.3 Why Microsoft Acces 't 
Micro 'on Access is a feature-rich, inexpensive daiaba c. Acces 
capable of excellent performance with small databases and is perhap the best 
choice where rapid inexpensive development is essential and the data asc i n t 
large. AJI accounting information and transaction entered y users need to b 
stored somewhere. 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a database management s tern DBM that 
can be used to create a relational database to store all thi ace untina inf rmati 11 
/\ relational database has a number of tables that an inter 
I y ca ·a tin r •l11f ion hip b ·fw • n thorn, Tlu-s t 1bl -s rd · I th· 
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Microsoft Access 2000 has a module called Query. Structured Query 
Language (SQL) can be used in this module to retrieve, insert, delete or modify 
data stored in an Access database. Besides that, the query module of Microsoft 
Access 2000 also provides some others ways to perform these kinds of tasks. 
Another reason why Microsoft Access 2000 is chosen is Visual Basic 
(VB) can access a Microsoft Access database files. But before that, the path need 
to be entered in the properties of the Data Control and Visual Basic should be 
informed about which table or query to acce . 
An Access database can have any or all of the parts tated be! w: 
,... Tables: the basic buildin blocks of database and the place where actual 
data resides 
).- Forms: for create a framework to present or enter data in nc r m r • 
tables. In Access, forms have the abilities to manipulate and verify data that 
are not available at table level 
y Queries: for the purpose of search and retrieve data from on r m re 
tables based on the entered criteria 
>-- Reports: a way to output data from tables or querie . It al u d for data 
summarization. 
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~ Modules: refer to functions and procedures programmed through the 
Visual Basic language 
Each development tool has its own strengths and weaknesses. Even Visual 
Basic bas its own limitations such as security feature in Visual Basic not as strong 
as Visual C++ and other development tools. But in term of developing a sy tern 
like PDIS, Visual Basic bas its strengths over other development tools. Tho e 
advantages are stated in 3.4.1.2 above. 
3.4. l.4 onclusion On Development Tools Annly ·is 
The two most popular pro ,_rammi11g Ian •uagcs to build windows cd 
applications are Microsoft Visual Basic and Mier soft Visual +. Mier oft 
Visual C++ is an object-oriented programming language while Micro oft Vi unl 
Basic is an event-driven programming language. Due to die ysrem that v ·11 b 
developed involves interaction with user and event-driven, Microsoft Visual B ic 
is chosen. With the drag and drop feature provided by VB a pr l ammer c: n 
create a windows-based application easier. Besides that, ther ar man ' ll 
.ocx) controls 1hnt nre available i11 the market that an b us · in VB 
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Microsoft Visual Basic programming language can easily make use of 
Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL server database programming. SQL server 
will be too expensive to use in this project. Furthermore, the database that is going 
to be used in this system does not need to be shared, therefore, Microsoft L 
server is not recommended. 
Microsoft Access is the most appropriate database choice. Thi is because 
Microsoft Visual Basic is ab1e to create Microsoft Access tile using its J --T 
ngine Database river. The J .. T nginc Database i fully c mpati le with the 
Microsoft Access -mdb files up to version 7.0. As RDBM will be u cd 
extensively in this system, it i most uitable to use Microsoft Acces database 
because it supports RDBMS feature. 
3.4.2 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware required for the development of the system: 
1. At least 32MB RAM 
JI. At least a Pentium 180MHz processor 
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3.5 Functional Requirement 
3.5.1 Authentication and Authorization Module 
Users with authorized id will be allowed to access the system. This is 
needed because different level of staffs has different level of access. AJso, the 
authentication and authorization will always ensuring the integrity of the database 
and the accuracy of data. 
Sub-module Login 
Usage For u er to 1 gin the ystern by entering 
their ID and passw rd. 
ub-module L iout 
Usage Allows user to exit the ystem. 
Sub-module Change password 
Usa ze 
input their Jo un id and Id I a· 'W 1 Ir 
valid, th · user nm ·nt ·r th · 11 ·w 
pl sw 
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3.5.2 User Module 
User module consists of several sub-modules. There are taff search sub- 
module, company search sub-module, information sorting sub-module, instant 
message sub-module and the email & notice sub-module. 
Sub-module 
earch for taff 
information based n the . carch 
key option : staff ID, raff name, 
staff po it ion and department. 
Staff search 
Usage 
Sub-module Company search 
Usage Allowing user t . earch fi r 
company information ba ed on the 
search key options or criteria: 
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Sub-module Information sorting 
Usage Providing another entry point for the user to 
acquire staff or compa y information. rt 
provides two categories of information 
sorting: 
1. Staff information sorting 
Allows user to view the information 
orted by staff ID, staff name m 
alphabetical order or departm nt. 
11. ompany information ortin 
Allows u er t view the informati 11 
sorted by company c de or c mpany 
name in alphabetical order 
Sub-module Messenger 
Usa ze Messenger qui .kl , ml a 
mos Rg t o stu . ulike nruul, 111s111111 
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Sub-module Email 
Usage It is used to send the email to staffs or 
customers. 
3.5.3 Administrator Module 
This will allows the admini trator t manipulate the record st red m 
database. The admini trator will have the auth rity to access, add, d lctc r 
update the data in database. To avoid a large amount of data are editing at a time, 
one can edit based on the options provided while the other inf rmation field 
remain unchan red. 
Sub-module 
earch, add, update and 
delete the records in database. he earchin can 
be performed by input the system user TD and 
updating of records can then be done. 
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Sub-module Staff record maintenance 
Usage For administrator to manipulate the records in 
database. These include updating an existing 
record, adding new records, or deleting of 
records. 
Sub-module 
records into data ase, update the exi ting record 
Company record maintenance 
!--------+---------- --- - - 
Allow adrnini traror to add new company U age 
in databa e or delete the records. 
3.6 Non-functional Requirements 
a) Reliability 
Reliability refer to the system can perform its intended functi n \ iU1 r quired 
precision and accuracy. The system should be reliable in 
operations and Iuuctions. For example, wh u er a ult 11 1 · ·h ·k id, tit · 
I ·111 , hould h • ible lo p 1 lonn , urn· fun ·tio111lit o icn Ttl 111 • 'Hl c I 
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b) Usability and user-friendliness 
The system should be developed in such a way that it is easy to use. The usage 
and meaningful icons or buttons will enhance the understa ding of users in 
using the system. Confirmation message and error messages for any non- 
trivial processes such as modifying or deleting any records should be 
displayed so that user can make up their decision. 
c) Security 
The system hould be equipped with ufficient ccurity c ntr I. •ach access 
by u ers should be authenticated and validated. The system sh uld not all w 
any potential of leakage of information. Adding, modifying and deletin , f 
data in the database only allowed by authorized user only, unauthorized 
access should be prevented, 
d) Fast retrieving of information 
Users should be able to retrieve the information needed within a rcas nablc 
interval time. 
e) Error detection 
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4.1 Introduction 
System design is one of the main parts in system development. ft focuses 
on four major criteria of concern; there are architecture, data, interface and 
components. In this section, all the requirements analyzed in previous phase will 
be transformed into design specification or characteristics. 
4.2 Architecture Design 
Architecture design represents the structure f data and pr gram 
components that are required to build a computer-based ystem. It will determine 
the architecture style that the system will implement; the structure and pr pcrties 
of the components that constitute the system; and the inter-relation hips that 
appear among all architectural components of a system. 
The architecture design will begin with a high le el de cripti n f the 
functions that are t be implemented and will be used t uild I ' r l " l 
de. criptiou of how each component will b r aaniz d and relat d to thcr 














Authentication and User module Administrator 
authorization module 
module 
Figure4.l The Main Structure 'hart for the 'ystem 
4.2.1 Authentication and Authorization Module 
This module allows a user to lo rin to the phone directory inforrnati n 
system. User is requested to input their userll) and password. Then the uscrl and 
password will be earched and matched with the one existed in data a c. If 
matching, the menu screen will be displayed. ser and administrator will have the 
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4.2.2 User Module 
Only authorized users will be allowed to gain access into this module. 
There are several sub-modules for User module: staff search sub-module ' 
company search sub-module, email sub-module, information sorting sub-module 
and messenger sub-module. 
The staff sub~module will let the users to look up one or more taff 
information usin , a keyword, either by taff Name, taff Po ition or epartmcnt 
options. The company search sub-module allows tho user to search f r company 
information by mpany Name r by ornpany ode. lf there is n matching 
record or records in the database that matched the user search criteria, the user 
will be informed in au 'er-friendly way. 
The information sorting sub-module shows the listing of staff information 
sorted by Staff Name, Department and listing of company information sorted by 
Company Code or Company Name. 
The email sub-module is the module that provide the fun ti n f r u · r t 
send the email lo colleagues or customers. N ti· of ' m an ,· · iv ·11t · .an e 
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Messenger module enables staffs to communicate among each otber instead of 
using email and phone. 
User module 
Staff search Company search Email lnformation sorting 
Mes enger 
Figure 4.3 Structure Chart for User Module 
4.2.3 Administrator Module 
This module is a password-prott:cled section, it meant only for authorized 
users only. All valid administrators are le ritimate user for thi module. There arc 
three sub-modules, namely system user maintenance, staff maintenan e, c mpany 
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For each sub-module under administrator module, administrator can add, update 
and delete database records. 
Add record 
This allows new records to be added into the database. User is requested to fill out 
the information fields. This will also search whether a particular record exists, if 
so, the new record wiJI not added and a fail message wiJI be displayed. On the 
other hand, if the record is not existed in the database, the record will be added 
into the database and a succe s messa re will be prompted out. 
Update record 
This will alJow the user to update certain fields in a particular record. A 
successful updating will prompt a success messa ze. If the format (like format r 
date, format of currency, etc.) for certain fields is not followed, an error mes a 'C 
will be displayed. 
Delete record 
This will allow the user to delete records from the database one at a time Ber re 
user can delete a particular record, the user needs to search r na i ate t a 
record. There is a conflrmuuon message displa d to m sure '' h .the th · us 1 
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the database. If user pressmg the "delete" button without any record was 
displayed, an error message wilJ be prompted. 
4.3 Database Design 
How to store data and the format of the data type is often a vital deci i n 
in the design of an information system. The structure of data ha alway an 
important issue of software applicati 11 de ign, this i ccau c the architectural f 
the data will have a profound influence on the architecture of the application that 
process it. 
Thus, the desi m of a databa e is very imp rtant bccau c it can affe ·t 
greatly on the performance of data retrieval, adding. updating and deleting a, w II 
in the nm-time period of the system. 
4.3.1 Flow Chart 
Flow charts Hf used to d .pi t th . vv t kn \\ f a s ;t '11\ Fi1 tit c ·I. 
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shows the overall logic flow for the user module and figure 4.7 shows the flow 
chart for the administrator section. 
User Login Decryption 
no 
hock u r 
accos l vol 
Di. play rnodul 
according u er 
level 
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Delete 
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4.3.2 Data Dictionary 
The data dictionary is a reference work of data about data. ft is a task done 
by system analysts to glide them through ar alysis and design during system 
development. As a document, the data dictionary collects and coordinates data 
terms. 
There are altogether four tables involved, which are: 
1. System users table 
2. Staff table 
3. ompany table 
4. IP addre stable 
4.3.2.1 Sy tern U er Table 
This table stores the user details for login to the sy tern. 
Fleld Namo Flold Type Length Descrtptlon 
userlD Text 15 System user ID. Input as a toctn name 
password Character 15 Password used to lo~in to the svstorn 
UserName Text 50 System user name 
Userlevel Text 10 Level of the system user. They are normal 
staffs or administrators 
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4.3.2.2 Staff Table 
This table stores the staffs' general personal details. 
Addressee char 5 addressee of staff 
StaffName Varchar 50 staffs name 
Sex char 7 staffs sex (male or female) 
Position Varchar 20 staffs position 
Department Varchar 45 Department 
Address1 Var char 60 staffs home address 
Address2 Varchar 60 staffs home address 
City Varchar 35 city 
State Varchar 20 state 
PostCode numeric 5 postcode 
Home phone text variant home phone number 
Office phone text variant office phone number 
Hand phone text variant hand Phone or mobile phone number 
Email Varchar 50 email address 
Table 4.2 Staff Table Structure 
4.3.2.3 umpany Table 
This table stores the companies' general details. 
Fleld Name Flold Type Lenath Description 
CompanvCode char 5 un!aue primary kev of company table 
Company Name varchar 30 company name 
Address1 varchar 60 comoanv address 
Address2 varcnar 60 comoany address 
Contact person varchar 30 person to contact 
Addressee char 5 addressee of the person to be contacted 
Office Phone text variant office phone number 
Fax no text variant fax number 
Hand phone text variant hand phone number 
email text 50 email address 
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4.3.2.4 IP Address Table 
This table stores the IP addresses of the staffs. This tabJe is designed for use on 
the Messenger module, which enables the staff to send messages to each other. 
Field Name Field Type Length Description 
User1D char 5 unique primary key for IP address table 
UserName varchar 30 store the user name 
IP Address char 15 store the user IP address 
Table4.4 IP Address Table Structure 
4.4 Process Design 
4.4.1 Ott tu Flow Diagram (Df10) 
Data flow dia iram is a technique to show the graphical characterizari n f 
the data proces ies and flows in a system. The data fl w diau am ,-j c an 
overview of system inputs and output , processc and the fl w of data thr ugh 
each process. 
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Symbol name Svmbol Description 
Entity D Depict an external entity another department, a business, a per on, or a machine) that can end data to or receive data from the system. 
Process Show the occurrence f a 
transforming process. 
Data store Represent data in static storage 
I I 
Flow of data Show the mo cmcnt f data 
- .. 
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4.4.1.1 Context Diagram 
Figure 4.8 is the context diagram for Phone Directory Information System. 
0 











Figure 4.8 Context I iagram for Phone Directory Information st 1111 
4.4.1.2 Diugram 0 
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Figure 4.10 I iagram 0.for Phone I irectory trformotion S st 'Ill (part 2) 
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4.5 Interface Design 
The interface allows users to interact with the system, input data or output 
data from the system. The user interface design for this project is based on the 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach. The Human Computer Interactioi 
(HCI) general principles of designing interface have been con idered and applied 
in this project. These HCI general principles include con i tency, recoverability 
confirmation and verification message, and usability. 
4.5.1 Authentication and Authorization Module 
This module provides lo )in, logout and change password function 
4.5.1. J Login Motl ule 
Lo nn module allows users to login to the system. igurc 4 .12 h w the I iin 
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4.5.1.2 Logout Module 
Logout module allows users to logout from the system. By pressing "Exit" button, 
user will exit from that particular interface. And clicking "Cancel" button on the 
login interface will logout from the system. 
4.5.1.3 Change Password Module 
Change password module allows users to change their password. An input box 
will be displayed for user to input their ID and password, if valid, the user is 
asked to enter their old password, again, and if the password is valid, the user can 
input the new password. If the pa sword changing procc s i succc s, a me sa e 
will be displayed. 
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4.5.2 User Module 
4.5.2.1 Search ModuJe 
There are two type of search: the staff search & the company earch. The 
interface design for staff search and company search are similar, just the search 
key options and the field names are different. Figure 4.14 shows interface de ign 
for the search form. 
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For "Staff Search", user can search by staff ID, staff name, position and 
department. All these are search using one criterion, to search using two criteria, 
i.e. by "department" plus "position", user can click on the "Selected Record" and 
this will display another interface as shown in figure 4.15. The resulting record r 
records wi11 be displayed in the staff information screen. 
Figure 4.15 Selected Record Interfa e 
4.5.2.2 Information Sorting Modul 
This will show a listing of a ailable inf rmati n rtcd ac · rdin 1 t 
department, or staff name (for staff r rd and rted a · · rdin 1 t c mpan 
code, company name (for compan • 
inl rfac · for st 1 IT r · · rd.'. 
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l Looi Hsu H:in , A0003 Ms Long Long Long 
Aooo5 - Ms - -iyyy . - - -- 
A~l 1 _ Ms - T.!!nYinS"h.:; n ----- 
UOOOO Ms TanYinShuen 
U0001- hllhehbho- --- 
--~--- 
l«l .Yin 
Figure 4.16 Information. orting /11111.fa ·e 
4.5.2.3 Email Module 
This module allows u er to check email, · ·11 l mail and s •m h for th · •111111 
addresses n w II. lJ ~r c in • .nd mail t ·11st< 11tl'1. l m:i.: I 11 the 
·k I it 11 ·ril •ri 1 prn ide I b th · f rtn se "HI fin t the ·nmr in ·111 ul 1ldd1 '. H 
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testing testing testing testing testing testing testing testing testing testing 
testing testing testing testing testing 
------- - __ Do 
You Yahool? Send FREE video emails in Yahoo I Maill 
http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/ 
Ftgure 4.17 Email Module Interface (Ch I k Email ; lection) 
Figure 4.17 shows the "Check mail" section f the email in dul . pr iding 
user name and password, user can check their mail pre · 111 1 th ' " 
mailbox" button. To view the c ntent fr rn a particular sender, lick n th ' :.; mdcr 
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Figure 4.18 is the Compose section of email module. This allows the user to send 
mail. Also, user can check for the email addresses by referring to the "Contact" 
section of the email module, as shown in figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19 Ematl Module Interface (Contact Se uion) 
4.5.2.4 Messenger Module 
This allows communication among taff in a parti ular c 111po11 . 111 lead 
of using phone as a communication t ol. taff can ict c ntact ith their 
colleagues using this method. B 1 u inn the lP addre · ue u, er xm . cud a 
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Below shows the screen design for this module, changes may be made in 
the development stage later, whether on the screen design or the implementation 
of this module. 
Tan Yin Shuen > hi 
Tan Yin Shuen > hi 
Tan Yin Shuen > how are you 
Tan Yin Shuen > how are you 
Tan Yin Shuen > i am fine 
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Figure 4.21 Messenger Interface (2) 
By entering a valid lP address into the "Buddy IP Addrcs " text b x and lick n 
the "Connect To Chat" button, user can end in taut in' a ic t 
side running the program too at the same time. T di c nne t, ju t Ii ·k on th 
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4.5.3 Administrator Module 
4.5.3.I Maintenance Module 
This module is limited to authorized user only. It consists of System User 
Maintenance, Staff Record Maintenance and Company Record Maintenance. It 
is tile backend part that maintains and updates tile staff records, company 
records and tile system user records. Tile administrator can add, edit, and delete 
records i11 this module. Figure 4.22 shows tile interface design for system user 
maintenance. 
Thu stnff r xord tu lint ·11 n · au 
111111 11,. 1 HI I •1.. ·1 
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Figure 4.23 StoffRecord Maintenance Interface 



















Chapter 5 System Implementation 
5.1 Introduction 
System implementation is a phase integrating the designed modules or 
functions to develop a system t-ised on the given requirements by using 
appropriate tools and languages. 
In the system implementation phase, the major works include coding and 
debugging which needed to solve the problems and error faced during coding 
stage. Programming characteristics and coding style can profoundly affect the 
system performance. 
5.2 Development Environment 
There are two essential c nfiguration in the d vclopment pr 
include hardware configuration and software configurati n. 
5.2.1 Hardware Used 
The related tools used t devel inclu L ·: 
• P eutium IV I. i 1 ll 
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• 1.44MB Floppy Disk 
• 17'' SVGA Monitor 
• Mouse 
• Canon Printer 
5.2.2 Software Used 
The related tools used to develop the system include: 
• Operating ystem: Microsoft Window 98 
• Development tool: Mier fl Visual Basic .0 
• atabase: Microsoft Access 2000 
• Documentation: Microsoft Word 2000 
5.3 oding 
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5.3.1 Coding Style 
PDIS is developed using architecture approach. It consists of three parts: 
User Interface layer, Data Layer an-i Transaction Layer. A layered paradigm has 
many benefits that belp meet the objectives in developing the system. These 
benefits include: 
• Maintainability 
Code is organized in a recognized format where ta k-oricnted 
code is centrally located. 
• Reusability 
Task-oriented c de i easily developed fi r reusing purpose, 
specifically for ta ks that are performed aero application 
b undarics. 
• Te tability 
Modules can be tested mor fficicntly. M dularizati n rcak 
the code co erage task into smaller manageable ction . 
• Speed 
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5.4 System Development 
PDIS is developed by divide it into modules, which is more manageable. 
The system is built up by combinir-g a set of modules and by synchronizing the 
communication between each module. 
This approach makes both the design and implementation more efficient. 
In general, there are eight steps in building the system using Visual Basic 6.0: 
i. Create a project to store all the functions, classe · (if any) and 
global variables. 
11. rcate the user interfaces, which u ed the uilt in re urcc 
(components in the toolbox dialog) in the Visual Ba ic software. 
111. Integrate the databa cl the project. 
iv. Add the functionality required l each indi idual module. dine 
the content . 
v. Test and evaluate the results to ensure that each in dulc rs 
performing the correct ta k . 
vi. Perform error handling and checking in a h module. 
vn. Compile and run each module u ing th debugger int irat .d. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Testing is carried out to discover different classes of errors in system 
development. It demonstrates that each function appear to be working according 
to the specifications and perfonnance requirements. However, testing cannot 
show the absence of defects, it can only show that system defects are present. 
Software testing rs often referred to as verification and validation. 
Verification refers to the set of activities that ensure the ftware correctly 
implements a pecific function. Validation refer to a differ nl ct f activitic 
that ensure the software fulfill the predefined requirement . 
Three type of testing strategy as described in section 6.2, 6. and .4 have 
been c nductcd to test the project. 
6.2 Unit Testing 
PDfS is divided into m dule and each m dule · 11tai11' a num er f 
Junctions. For example taff aintenan m dul 
Add, hange and cl t ·tafT r re 1 L 111l t · ·11ng in I •s l ·~tin ' of' ·n ·h 
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do. Finally, proceed to the testing for overall module. The unit testing of POIS 
covered the following aspects as listed below: 
r. Test on module interface 
To ensure that information flows in and out properly 
n. Test on data structure 
Ensure that data stored temporarily maintains its integrity during 
an algorithm execution 
m. Test on boundaries condition 
nsure that modules operate properly in boundarie e tabli hed f 
pr cc sin , limitati n and re tricti n 
iv. rr r handling 
~ n sure that error handling procedures able to handle the c cpected 
or unexpected errors by giving err r messages to u er . 
Example unit testing l: add new user 
Test case: a unique user id and a duplicate u er id. 
xample unit testing 2: update an existing record 
Test case: test validation for each field 
Unit testing is performed to en ure that a pe if 111 dule had p rat ed '< rr · ti 
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6.3 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing program 
structure while conducting test to discover errors associated with the intcrfac . 
The objective of this test is to take the tested unit module and build a program 
structure by combining them. Integration testing ensures that the sequence of each 
unit module is arranged correctly. There are a few aspects covered in integration 
testing: 
1. nsure that data i not I st acros interfaces. 
11• n urc that each f uncti n, when combined, r duce the de ir d 
performance. 
111. snsurc that global data tructures d not pre ent unacceptable 
results. 
In PD!S, inte zration tc ting includes testing of the top mo t le el, which is the 
main module. Then followed by all comp nent called b the t sted module. Thi 
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6.4 System Testing 
System testing consists of a series of different tests, which verify that all 
system elements like the hardware, software, modules and data have been 
properly integrated and perform the desired functions. In system testing, the flow 
of data through the entire system is also tested to make sure it follows the 
sequence accurately. 
System testing is performed to make certain that the whole system works 
according to users' specifications. Developers will join the users to perf orm thi 
stage of testing where the system is checked against the user ' requirement 
description. If there is a need for change, system modification will then be carried 
out if the users' requirements were not met as de cribcd in the specifications. If 
the users are satisfied with the system's characteristics, the system i ready to be 
deployed for use. The testing result wi11 show whether or not the entire y t m 
specifications and objectives are achieved. r- he testing step. ar hown a figure 
6.1 below. There are 3 main steps taken in the Phone ircctory I te ling pr cc s: 
• Function testing 
• Performance testing 
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6.4.1 Function Testing 
A function test checks that the integrated system performs its function as 
specified in the requirements. 
6.4.2 Performance Testing 
Once the system functions are convinced to work as specified, the 
performance test is conducted. It compares the integrated component with the 
non-functional system requirements. These requirement , including security, 
accuracy, speed and reliability, constrain the way in which the yst m functi n 
are performed. Performance tests taken are to evaluates the foll wing : 
• Speed of data retrieval. 
• Security precautions required. 
• onsistency in data's availability. 
• Precision accuracy in data, function and proce 
• Response time to user inquiry and error dctccri n. 
• System's reliability and robustness. 
At this point, after the perfonnance te t , th n id ·r ·d t hnv • 
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the end-users expectations by reviewmg the requirements definition in the 
documentation. Upon satisfaction of the comparison, the system is called a 
validated system, which means that the requirements have been met. 
6.4.3 Acceptance Testing 
Function and performance testing is done by the system developer. Before 
the system is fully ready to roll out, it is a best thing if the system is also tested by 
the end-user. This test, called an acceptance test, assures the end-users that the 
system they requested is built for them. The end-user testers are elected specially 









Figure 6.1 Testing Steps 
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Component Code 
Unit test Unit test 
integration te t 
Function test 

























Chapter 7 System h'val11a1io11 
7.1 Introduction 
In system evaluation, the system trength and limitation a well a 
possible future enhancements are discussed. 
7.2 System Strengths 
a) User friendliness 
The design of POI rs imple and clean. The interface design as 
well a orne icon provide the ea ie t way f r u er to a cc th 
sy tern. POLS use wind w tyle interface that contain butt n , 
scroll bars, combo boxe and thcr window tandard mp ncn . 
This is similar to other wind w application' in functioning. The 
window environment made it ea y f r u erst learn. 
b) Less keyboard usage 
Jn I , lcs kcyb ard kill or knowledge arc required. The u er· 
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c) Searching capabilities 
POIS provides searching capability that enable the u er t ar h 
for the database record . 
d) User 10 and password 
Only authorized users can gain access into the y tern. Different 
status of users will gain acces to different level of the y tem. For 
example, only users with administrator level are allowed to update 
the database records while normal u er can nl iew and perform 
some tasks on it. 
e) Informative me age 
The sy tern provide error mes age whenever a u er attempt to 
perform some illegal p ration . The e me age in turn tell the 
user what had happened and u er can react n it. Be ide, there ar 
also me age pr rnpt ut whenever certain ta 'k arc uc 'full 
completed. 
I) y tcm tran par n 
It refer t the c nditi n wher · th ' ·t '11\ us ·r. d u t 11 ·cl tu 
know the f II v iug i · 'll s: 
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• The database structure 
• The system architecture 
• Anything related to the underlying sy tcm built 
7.3 System Limitations and Constraint 
Due to the limited time for development, some of the system feature have 
not been well implemented. These include: 
a) A limited number of earch options 
nly a limited number of earch ption are provided for u er 
to search for certain records fr m databa c. U er nly can 
search by company code and cornpan name f r cu torner 
records. This re trict u er fr m earching efficiently if they 
have other arch pti n like the c mpan I ati n or other 
means. 
b) N on line help 
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c) IP addresses 
Users need to know their buddies' IP addre e in order t nd 
a message to them. lf they do n t have the T address, th 
cannot do so. 
7.4 Future Enhancements 
With reference to the limitations and c n traint f the y tern di cu ed 
above. It i hoped that the f llowing can be p rf rmcd in the future to make the 
system more useful: 
a) Provides the greater number f carch opu n i.e. u er can 
earch for the record ba ed n their carch pt i n ch ice. 
b) Provide the buddie ' name in tead f u in • the buddic ' IP 
addre s. This i aid t be m re u er fricndlincs . 
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7 .5 Conclusion 
Phone Directory Information System could be said to have achic cd th 
objectives that were defined in the system requirement . lt enable th u r to 
perform their tasks such as searching for staff and company record , orting the 
records, sending email as well a gain accc s to their pcrs nal inb x. B id that, 
users can also send an instant message to their buddies' using the messenger 
provided. 
The user friendliness interface de ign made it ea y t u c and learned by 
people with no t chnical experience. 
Although for the time being, P I ha a few limitati n nstraint that 
made it not that perfect in some a. pect , it i c peered able t be enhanced in the 
future. 
Throughout the whole pr ject dcvel pmcnt, I have gained me 
experiences and knowledge. The m nth f inten c work. , in turn, pre ntc l m 
with an opportunity t 
language t ho 
learn new thin fr m learnin 1 a new pr irammin ' 
hand!' and 1 c pr I 111'. Be ide, thr 
m writin 1 kill' and '<H1UTH1ni cation 'kill hu 
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Chapter 1 System Requirement 
1.1 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware requirements for installing P I arc summarized in Tabl 
1-1. 
Component Description Comments 
Microprocessor 486DX/66MHz or higher processor PC (Pentium or 
higher processor recommended). 
RAM At least 32MB RAM for Windows 95/98 or at least 
16MB for Windows NT Workstation 4. 
Storage 30MB minimum hard disk pace. 
Video monitor VA r higher re luti nm nit r. 
Input Device Keyb ard and Mou c. 
- Printer Bubble Jct r er Jet printer. 
Table 1-1 Hardware requir tmentsfor Pl IS 
1.2 oftware Requirement 
The ftwarc requirement f r installin , P l arc summarized in Table 
1-2. 
omponent De cription ommcnt 
Mi ·1 soil Wind lW, 9 I 8 or Wi11dow' NT 











System Development Tools Microsoft Visual Ba ic 6.0 
-- 
Database Management System Microsoft Access 2000 
Table 1-2 Software Requlrementsfor J>DJ 
Chapter 2 Installing POIS 
Steps: 
1. To install POIS, insert the PDT D into the -R M. 
2. Starting the setup with 2 diff rent way : 
i) Through Windows Explor sr 
pen the Windows Explor tr and g t the '0-J?OM dri c. o 
install, double click on the the setup.cxe file in the folder. 
ii) Through the Run function 
-rom the Start Menu, ch o c Run and click the Browse bull n 
ar h the s ttup.ex 1 fil fr m the '! -ROtvf dri . 'Ii k 
pent return t the Run window. lick )K. t ontinuc. 
3. Now the in tallati u pr ccs will continue. Foll v the in tru ti n 1i en. 
4. By default, PD!, will be in tall t ': \1 rogratu Fil •s\J J IS. T chun ic 









Chapter 3 Setting Up ODBC 
After you have successfully install POIS int y ur Per nal inputer, 
you have to setup the ODBC Data Source before you can tart u ing P I 
Steps: 
1. Click the tart Menu and choose Setting, then 'ontrol Panel. 
2. On Control Panel, choose ODBC Lala Sources icon ee Figure 3-1 and 
double click on it. 
~ 
Frid Fast F 
.. ...!.i " - ,- Internet Keyb0111d Meil Modems M ullVT10cio NelWOtk - Poi Option: rfl 
P111lett Aegionel System Telophon,y Utera 
Sellll'IQS 










3. Once the ODBC Administrator window appear , cho . c the system's I 11 
Source Name tab and click Add. 
4. A window to enable you create a new ata urcc will appear in figur 
3-2. Choose Microsoft Access Driver ("'.mdb). 
Microsoft dBase Driver (".dbf) 
Microso~ c!Base VFP Driver (".dbl} 
Microsoft Excel Driver (".xis) 
Microsoft FoxPro VFP Driver (".dbf) 
Microsoft ODBC for Orocle 
Microsoft Paradox Driver (".db I 
Microsoft T ell't Driver (".txt; •.csv) 
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Figure 3-2 Cr sate N 'W 1 ta ~ tource ~ lcreen 










6. In the ODBC Microsoft Access Setup window screen as hown in fi ur 
Figure 3.3 ODB 'Microsoft Acces i Setup crecn 
Type Pl I in the 1 ala lource Nam, and Ii k elect t etc t the Pl I; '.mdh 
database: 
elect C: for nvcs and C: 'rogram Files\PI J, for Directories, the 
database name will appear in the Ii t bo . elect the PD/, l.mdb database 
and click OK to fini h electing the database. 
7. lick OK to I e th OJ 13 ',' 1t11p v ind wand click 0 a rain t cl e th 
Ol BC Data 'our ·e Administrator wind w. 
8. ongratulation , y u ha c uccc fully ct tin :1 up the I B 
PD/,. 
9. Now ou can tart usin ' I' I)/._)'. l'o start the I' I I.'>' uppli iati m fr 111 U1c ,)'I trt 
nta ur ·c for 









User 's Manual 
Chapter 4 PDIS 
4.1 Login Screen 
once you start the POIS application, a login screen will be pr mptcd ut. 
As shows in figure 4-1 . 
Figure 4-1 Login Sere 111 
User needs to enter their u er name and pas word in rder to gain acces 
into the PDJS. Based on the type f user name input, i .. n rmal u er u er I 
starts with 'U' and foll wed by f ur di iit number) or admini strat r (u er I 
starts with A' and followed by f ur digit number), diff r mt a cc s le cl will b 
provided. There are omo error chcckin such a if u er pre ' K ult 11 without 
entering an data in the to t bo · • r the pa w rd ntere n t matching the u · r 










and telling the user what had happened. Figure 4-2 sh ws an example f th" 
message box. 
Figure 4-2 Error Prompt Out Me isage Box 
4.2 Main Menu Screen 
For a successful login, if the user name tart with 'U' the menu hown in 
figure 4-3 will be displayed. 
Phone Directory Information 
System 











Else, if the user name starts with 'A', the menu shown in figure 4-4 will b 
displayed. There is only one administrator can nc css the st rn • r 
Maintenance i.e. user with login id 'AOOO I'. Other user with u er mun • tart with 
'A' will not be allow to access the ystem User Maintenance. 
Phone Diredary Information 
System 
Figure 4-4 Administrator Mam Menu 
4.3 Normal User Main Menu 
4.3.1 taff earch 
4 .. 2 ompan earch 
·mail 










4.3.5 Change password 
4.3.1 Staff Search Screen 
Figure 4-5 , 'tqff S tar h S r 1 in 
Figure 4-5 how the tafT carch creen. In rdcr to do a earch, u 'Cr need t : 
one earch pti n fr m the mb b x . 1 hi; ' arch pti n 
pr ided include search b taff l , taff Nam · .purtm ·11l and 










Step 2: Type in the keyword. 
For staff lD search option, type in 'UOOO I' will di pl 
of staff ID= 'U0001 '. Type in 'UO l will di play all r rd. with 
staff ID start with 'UO L ', which include 'UO 199' and 'UO 18 and 
vice versa. 
For staff name search option, type in 'Tan' will di play record 
with staff name= 'Tan Carmile' or 'tan danielle' but not ' arrnile 
Tan' or 'danieUe tan'. 
For department search option, type in 'ii' will display records with 
department= 'Finance' but not 'unfit' 
For position search option, type in manager' r ju t 'ma' will 
di play record with p iti n Mana rcr' 
From figure 4-5, if user click the select menu on the upper left of the form, there 
are two opti n : 1. how All Record and 
2. elected Record 
where u er can cho c. 
1 . how All Record 











AOOo3 Ma M 
A0005 Ma F -~-- Fin¥C11 YW 
Aooll Ms Tan Yin SI-I.Jen F ii IT 
uoooo Ma Tan Yin St.Jen F fff IT 











U0022 Ma Sht.Jen 
Figure 4-6 
This option displays the staff Ii tin . User can view on the taff Ii ting in taff 
Name Order or Department rder by ch o ing the kind fr m the c mb b and 











2. Selected Records 
Choosing this option will display the screen as shown in ft iur ~ 4- 7. 
Figure 4-7 , elected Records , 'creen 
This screen allows u er to search ~ r the record s) ba cd n tw criteria i.c. 










4.3.2 Company Search Screen 
Figure 4-8 Comp ny Sear 'h Ser 1 tn 
Figure 4-8 hows the m any carch crcen. In order t earch f r company 
record(s), u er need to: 
1. h ca arch pti n fr m the mb 
Compan Name. 
2. ypc in the kcyw rd. 
x. ~ith r mpaoy de r 
For mpany 
ith c mpan c de 
n, typ in ' 00 ' will display r .cord 










with company code start with 'C'. Type in ' 02' will displa 11 
records with company code start with ' 02, and vie vcr . 
For Company Name search option, type in 'Hon r' will di. play r rd. 
with Company Name = 'hong Leong' or Hong Leong' or ·1 ng 
hong' or 'Leong Hong'. 
User can choose to display and view the company listing by clicking th Li. ting 
on the upper left corner of the form and choose List All Records. This will display 
a screen like figure 4-9. 
101em-0 ry(M I Ser. Bhd 
Jf'aci!IO Office Suppl Sein Bhcl 






















User can choose to view the company listing in Company ode rd r r 
Company Name order by choosing the opti n from the om b , and pr ~. th 
sort button. 
4.3.3 Email Screen 
There are three sections in the email part: the inbox, compo e and contact 
sections. Figure 4-10 shows the in box ection of the email screen. o check email, 
user needs to type in the user name and password first, and follow by a clicking 
on the check mail button. 
testing testing testing tesnng tesbng tesbng testing tes testi.ng testi.ns 
testing testing tesb.og testing testi.ng 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Do 
You Y ahool? Send FREE video emails in Yahoo I Matll 









To check for the content of a message, user just has to click on thats rider and th" 
related message will be displayed in the space above the check mailb hut1 n. 
The second section of the email part is the Compose section. he screen L h wn 
in figure 4-11 below. 
igure 4-1 I 
U er need to type in the recipient name , ) r el c err r m e will b · 
prompt out tatin that th · mail ann l b s ·nt. A su · • · 111· ii seudin , will 











The third section of the email part is the Contact section as shown in fi urc 4-1- 
below. 
Figure 4-12 'ontact tection tcreen 
Thi section enable the t crs t carch for the c mpany email addre ·. c . They 
don t need to go back t the carch c mpan part t do a c rch. They an ju t 











4.3.4 Messenger Screen 
Figure 4-13 shows the Messenger screen. 
Tan Yin Shuen >hi 
Tan Yin Shuen >hi 
Tan Yin Shuen > how are you 
, Tan Yin Shuen >how are you 
Tan Yin Shuen > i am fine 
Tan Yin Shuen > i am fine 
.. 
Figure 4-13 
In order to chat with meonc, u er need t enter the uddy IP Addrc . If u er 










Figure 4-14 Error Message Box 
Also, if an IP address entered is not a valid fP, then the me sage box a hown in 
figure 4-15 will be displayed. 
Figure 4-15 Error M7ssag' Box 
If there is no any message prompt out and an IP addre s i entered in the Buddy 
IP Address, u er may pre the nnect T hat butt n t tart the chatting. 










4.3.5 Change Password Screen 
Figure 4-16 shows the Change Passw rd screen. 
Figure 4-16 hange Pas word Ser ten 
There are several error handling provided. 
1. If user press OK button with nothing entered in the user 
me sage box as shown in figure 4-17 will be di played. 
User's Manual 
tc t b , 
Figure 4-17 Error M ssage Sere Jn 
2. If there are n input in the Id Pa w rd, New Pa w rd and Re-enter 
New Pa sword te ·t b xes, the me a re b x as shown in f iure - I 8 will 









Figure 4-18 Error Message Sere sn 
4.4 Administrator Main Menu 
As shown in figure 4-4, there are 3 f met ions, which are: 
4.4.1 System User Maintenance 
4.4.2 Staff Record Maintenance 
4.4.3 Company Record Maintenance 
4.4.1 ystem er Maintenun e 












Figure 4-19 shows the System User Maintenance screen. There arc cv rnl 
operations user can perform, i.e. Search, Add and Delete. 
1. Search 
In order to search for a record, there are two alternatives: pre the ar h 
button or navigate through the record by clicking on the previou and 
next buttons. By pressing the Search button, an input box a hown in 
figure 4-20 will be displayed. 
Figure 4-20 input Bo S re in for st 1111 User Mam! inane ~ 
By clicking K, an information message b x will b pr mpted ut tcllin 
the user whether the rec rd existed r not exi ted. If e i tcd, the rec rd 
will be displayed in the screen as hown in figure 4- l 9. User mu t typ in 
the exactly name in rder t earch f r a r rd. , r cxampl , t 'Car h 
"Looi Ilsu H in" record u er mu t type in " i ll u 1 l in" and n l 











To add a new system user, all the text boxes should be enter n ~ lu r 
else, error message will be prompted out. This will als ch ck f r u 
duplicate user ID. A duplicate LD record will not be successfully. a ed. 
Two steps in adding a new user: 
1. Click the add button 
n. "'nter related values in each field. ntcr "-"for any N/A field 
m. Press the save button 
3. Delete 
To delete a record, user can: 
1. Navigate l that rec rd u in r nc t butt n, r click n 
the search button to earch for the record. 
11. Pre the delete button. 
111. A confirmation f deleting will be pr mpted ut, answer ye will 










4.4.2 Staff Record Maintenance 
Figure 4-21 taffMaintenan .e Screen 
igure 4-21 shows the taff Maintenance crccn, Thor are everal peration that 
a user can perform, i.e. Search, Add, han e and eletc. 
1. earch 
In order to search for a rec rd, there are two alternatives: pre s the Find 
button or navigate thr u 1h the re rd by licking n the pm i us and 
next bull n . By pres ing the ·ind butt n, an input b a· sh wn in fi iurc 










Figure 4-22 Input Box for Staff Maintenance 
By clicking OK, an information message box will be pr rnpted out telling 
the user whether the record existed or not existed. If existed, the record 
will be displayed in the screen as shown in figure 4-21. User must type in 
the exactly name in order to search for a record. 
2. Add 
To add a new taff, all the text b xe h uld be enter a value, r cl c, err r 
mes age will be pr mpted ut. Thi will al check f r any duplicate u er 
ID. A duplicate lD record will not be ucce fully aved. Al o, the valid 
format for Home No, Office No and Hand Phone No. will be che ked, any 
invalid format for the e field will be inf rmed. 
wo steps in adding a new u er: 
1. lick the add butt n 
11. nter r lated alucs in each field. nter -, f r an N/A 
fields 











Change operation allows existing records to be edited. The reps r .quir d 
in doing the editing: 
i. Navigate to the record that user wants to edit 
u. Edit the field or fields (field validati n will be performed and 
editing the Staff ID field is not allowed) 
111. Press the Change button when done 
4. Delete 
To delete a record, user can: 
1. Navigate to that record using previous or next button, r click n 
the earch butt n t ear h f r the rec rd. 
u. Press the delete button. 
111. A confirmati n f deleting will be pr mptcd ut, an wer ye will 











4.4.3 Company Record Maintenance 
Figure4-23 ompany Maint inance .. creen 
igure 4-23 how th rnpany Maintenance scr en. There ar cral 
operations that a user can pcrf rm, i.e. earch, Add han 11; and cletc, 
l. Search 
In order to earch for a rec rd, there are two alternati e : press the carch 
de ult n 
ult n l sear h 
mt an 'l\f 'h 13 Nnm • 









User 's Manual 
clicking on the previous and next buttons. When Search y ode butt n 
or Search By Name button was clicked, an input bo will be dis pl d f r 
user to enter Company Code or ornpany Name. Figure 4-24 
input box screen for Company Code input and figure 4-25 how th input 
box screen for Company Name input. 
Figure 4-24 Input Box for 'om pan Ma int snance 
Figure 4-25 Input Bo for ompany Ma int Jn tn ·' 
By clicking K, an informati n me a re , will be pr mpt I ut t ·lling 
the user whether U1c record cxi ted r n l exi t d. If e i ned, the rec rd 
will be di pla ed in the sere ·n a ·hm n in Ii tur · 4- 
the e actl c de r name in rder t eru ·h ~ r a re • rd, 











To add a new company record, all the text boxes , h uld c »u ·r tu , 
or else, error message will be prompted ut. Thi. will al he k ~ r an 
duplicate company code. A duplicate company code record will n t b 
successfully saved. Also, the valid format for ax No, ffice Phon No 
and Hand Phone No will be checked, any invalid format f r these fields 
will be informed. 
Two steps in adding a new company record: 
i. Click the add button 
11. nter related values in each field. nter '-" for any N/A 
field 
111. Press the ave butt n 
3. hange 
hange peration allows existing record to be edited. The steps required 
in doing the editing: 
r. Navi ate t the record that u er want t edit 
11. dit the field r fi Id (field alidati n will ' p 'rf rmed , nd 
editin the mpany d field i not all w ·d 











To delete a record, user can: 
iv. Navigate to that record using previou or next butt n, r li k n 
the search company code button or search company nam 
for the record. 
v. Press the delete button. 
vi. A confirmation of deleting will be prompted out, answer yes will 

























Figure 4-12 Contact Section Screen 
Figure 4-13 Messenger Screen 
Figure 4-14 rror Message Box 
Figure 4-15 Error Message Box 
Figure 4-16 Change Password Screen 
Figure 4-17 rror Mes age creen 
Figure 4-18 Error Message Screen 
Figure 4-19 System User Maintenance creen 
Figure 4-20 Lnput Box Screen for Sy tem U er Maintenace 
Figure 4-21 taff Maintenance creen 
Figure 4-22 Input B x f r taff Maintenance 
igure 4-23 mpany Maintenance creen 
igure 4-24 Input Box for ompany Maintenance 
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